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* * *

THOMAS BEVILL PEACOCK’S LIBRARY

The Library,
Institute of Diseases of the Chest,
Brompton,
London S.W.3

With reference to Dr. Ian Porter’s interesting paper on Thomas Bevill Peacock published in the July 1962 issue of Medical History, your readers may like to know that the surviving portion of Peacock’s library is preserved at the Institute of Diseases of the Chest at the Brompton Hospital, London. Still housed in Peacock’s original bureau-bookcase, it consists of 154 works (in 203 volumes), 78 reprints and pamphlets (bound in 8 volumes), and 107 bound volumes of periodicals. A brief account of the Collection appeared in the Bulletin of the Library of the Institute of Diseases of the Chest, July 1960. A few copies of this number are still available, and I will be glad to send one to any of your readers who might like one.

P. J. Bishop
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